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Claudine Gemeiner
(LinkedIn)

Welcome Claudine and Sven! How are you and your

Of fices: Berlin, Frankfur t, Munich, Stuttgar t

Sven Hoffmann
(LinkedIn)

colleagues holding up at the moment?
Contact Par tners:
Claudine:

Claudine Gemeiner

Thank you! We are doing okay - we were lucky that nobody

claudine.gemeiner@heussen-law.de

from our staff was heavily affected with Covid-19 so far,
and keep our fingers crossed that it stays this way. We

Sven Hoffmann

sven.hoffmann@heussen-law.de

had to make some organisational adjustments to allow
all support staff to work from home during the lockdown,
but we managed to do this in a very short time and are

Georg Anders

georg.anders@heussen-law.de

now prepared for possible other difficult work situations.

Gerhard Andreas Pischel

The situation has given our firm a considerable push in

gerhard.pischel@heussen-law.de

the area of mobile working.
What are the firm’s aims for the coming year?

Sven:
Frankly, if you had asked us half a year before the start

Claudine:

of the pandemic if it would be possible to have all the

Like many others we are planning the continuous

staff work efficiently from home, we would have said

expansion of our team to cover more areas of law and to

“impossible”. But with the help of virtual meetings, we

position ourselves even better in the market as we have

are in constant contact with each other and with our

done over the last few years. We should also significantly

clients, so that especially our international clients have

strengthen our base of younger colleagues.

not noticed any changes. Meanwhile, we were able to
come back into the offices, but we will see what the fall

With regard to Multilaw, one idea is to market the

season will bring – unfortunately, the figures are rising

Multlilaw network more as one "international law firm"

again here.

offering full services to international clients.

Have your practices changed since the pandemic

Sven:

started?

Hopefully, we will be able to concentrate on these
topics together with our clients rather than to handle

Claudine:
A

few

Covid-19 issues. However, I firmly believe that one of

colleagues

with

strong

project

business

the strongest weapons against the consequences of the

experienced project delays or suspensions of individual

virus is optimism. It will take time, but in the end the

projects, but in other areas, such as commercial law,

humans will have the upper hand against the virus.

insolvency and employment law, the need for advice
has increased significantly. We also have clients who

Have you always wanted to be a lawyer? What would

are involved in the production of covid-19 test kits and

you do if you were not practicing law?

whose business is currently booming.
Claudine:
Sven:

No, in the past, I wanted to work as a journalist so that I

Advising clients in their day-to-day business, on the

could always work on new topics so that the work never

other hand, has not significantly changed.

gets boring. Maybe I would do this if I wasn't working as
a lawyer, but maybe more as a travel journalist.

What are the challenges (and opportunities) you are
seeing right now? What challenges are your clients
facing?

Sven:
Yes, even as a child, but I don't know why – I only
knew lawyers from television. That's why I didn't have
the courage at first, but instead started, and broke

Claudine:
The current situation offers the possibility to provide
legal support to our clients in their necessary business
adjustments. This includes drafting special contracts,
Home Office and “Back to Work” policies, obtaining
state aid, restructuring processes and insolvency advice.
Therefore, the clients seek more professional legal

off, my studies of physics and then studied business
administration. Afterwards, I felt sufficiently encouraged
to try it after all, and I have never regretted it. Only, that
as a civil lawyer I will never end up as the courtroom hero
in my childhood dreams defending innocent people from
criminal complaints!

guidance and we are also developing new products.

What do you like to do in your spare time?

Sven:

Claudine:

Our clients are actually facing a lot of different problems as

Reading, cooking for friends and travelling to make new

delays in material deliveries up to production shutdown,

experiences.

considerable payment delays and even payment defaults
that threaten the existence of the company. Also, many

Sven:

clients had to make sure their customers did not use

Travelling and taking lots of photos (with the firm intention

the pandemic situation as an excuse not to comply with

of sorting them out some time in the future), cycling and

existing contracts. We expect that further challenges

reading. Additionally, I started with archery – with the

for our clients will be a rising number of insolvencies of

firm intention of taking more time to practice soon!

suppliers and the upcoming final Brexit.
Are you noticing any other interesting new trends?

Claudine Gemeiner

Claudine:

Partner, Head of Spanish Desk; Chair of

Yes, mobile working with all its aspects on data security,

Multilaw Labour & Employment Law Group

employment law, etcetera, is getting more and more
important and not even our legislation is sufficiently
prepared for this and lags considerably behind what is
happening.

claudine.gemeiner@heussen-law.de
Areas of Expertise
Individual and, in particular, collective employment law,

Sven:

specialising in advising companies on employment

That is true, but as we ourselves learned quickly that

law issues in connection with restructuring and the

we had to move faster with regard to new work models,

acquisition and sale of companies. Within the scope of

there is hope that this might give a boost to politics and

the intra-group exchange of employees, the obtaining

society also.

of the necessary work and residence permits is a focal
point. In Spanish law, the establishment and support

Your firm has been a member of Multilaw for nearly

of commercial companies as well as commercial, real

three decades now. How would you describe your

estate and inheritance law are main areas of practice.

experience – the ‘journey’– with Multilaw over the
years?

Additional Qualifications
Certified specialist employment lawyer

Sven:

Publications

Jobst von Wahlert, a partner of the firm that joined

Ongoing series of articles in the specialist magazine

HEUSSEN in 2012 in Stuttgart, was one of the co-

HR Manager

founders of Multilaw in 1990. I personally have been
engaged with Multiaw from 2004, when I joined Jobst’s
firm, and since for several years as a Board member. The
network has very much professionalised since my early
days in the association. But although it is now more than
a “network of old friends”, it is still a network of good
friends who know and mostly like each other – and this
is in my view one of the huge assets of Multilaw.

Sven Hof fmann
Partner, Head of Stuttgart Office; Co-head and
European Coordinator of the Multilaw Corporate
and Commercial Practice Group, Member of
Multilaw Board
sven.hoffmann@heussen-law.de

Claudine:
Since HEUSSEN was introduced to Multilaw, we have
been enthusiastic about the network and we made

Areas of Expertise

many new connections and friends over the years!

Advice on corporate, M&A and commercial law

Furthermore, our business has shifted more and more

including links to tax and insolvency law issues. Key

into the international arena over the last decades, which

account manager for several German mid-sized family

is also supported by the Multilaw network, as we can

owned businesses and German subsidiaries of

offer foreign legal advice to our clients and do the same

US-listed companies.

for other Multilaw member firms.

Additional Qualifications
Degree in Business Administration; Lecturer for
corporate and commercial law at the Cooperative
State University (DHBW) Stuttgart.

Publications
Contributions to several Multilaw publications in
corporate and commercial law.

THE FIRM
Founded in 1973 as the law firm Heussen Braun von Kessel in Munich, the firm has been
part of PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC) - the world's largest auditing and tax consulting
firm - since 1998. At that time, it operated under the name PricewaterhouseCoopers Veltins
Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH. Especially during this time the firm grew rapidly.
In 2003 the firm was renamed HEUSSEN Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH, in 2004 - due to the
tightening of the independence regulations for auditing companies (through SEC regulations,
Sarbanes Oxley Act, Accounting Law Reform Act) - the independence of PwC.
In 2012, the firm merged in Stuttgart with Wahlert Rechtsanwälte (MULTILAW founding member
firm).
Our namesake Prof. Dr. Benno Heussen is still working for the firm today and is one of the
leading lawyers worldwide.
Today HEUSSEN is with almost 100 lawyers and tax advisers one of the most important
independent German Law Firms
Locations: Berlin, Frankfurt, Munich, Stuttgart

VISIT WEBSITE

PRACTICE
AREAS
Employment & Human Resources

Public Commercial & Procurement Law

HEUSSEN's employment law specialists offer not only

HEUSSEN advise the public sector, medium-sized

well-founded legal knowledge but also the prerequisite

companies and industries as well as property owners,

sense for pragmatic solutions and an understanding of

project developers and real estate companies in all areas

internal decision-making processes.

of public commercial law and public construction law.

The firm advises large and medium-sized companies

When advising the public sector, the firm frequently

from divergent sectors, often on a long-term mandate

focuses on construction and public procurement law.

basis, sometimes with regard to individual questions

In the private industry, it primarily deals with issues of

of employment and labour law or in labour court

renewable energy law, environmental law as well as

proceedings, but also individual board members and

related areas. Its lawyers are experienced in handling

executives on employment matters.

large projects in public focus, such as the construction
of new football stadiums or wind parks.

Corporate
HEUSSEN's corporate law team offers custom-made

The firm provides legal advice to both public contracting

solutions tailored to client’s commercial needs, ranging

authorities and bidders and assist clients until the

from issues related to financing and M&A transactions,

successful

to corporate structuring and legal dispute resolutions.

process, in what is an extremely complex and increasingly

Clients have a large and accordingly formidable team at

significant legal area.

conclusion

of

the public procurement

their disposal, supporting them at any location and in all
matters relating to the organisation of their corporations.

IT, IP & Media Law
HEUSSEN is known for its special competence in the

The team advises on all issues of corporate law and

field of information technology, intellectual property law

assist with transactions, financing negotiations and

as well as media and entertainment law. Its experts have

corporate conversion procedures. It also assists in the

years of experience in these areas and are recommended

preparation of annual general shareholders’ meetings of

by industry authorities such as the JUVE Handbook,

listed corporations as well as all other corporate legal

Kanzleien in Deutschland, and the Legal 500. Its team

matters relating to listed companies, in addition to the

combines

all-round support of financial service providers, including

expertise in the relevant industry sectors and specialised

regulatory issues. Moreover, the firm is experienced with

legal knowledge for individual and practical strategies

domestic and foreign corporate forms and cross-border

and solutions.

technical

and

economic

understanding,

issues.
Clients

include

both

national

and

international

Real Estate & Construction Law

companies of the motion pictures industry, television

Real Estate & Construction Law is one of HEUSSEN's

and radio stations, and publishing houses. It also

greatest strengths. Its specialists in this field have

advises providers of music, games, Internet services

the confidence of many renowned companies and

as well as merchandising and advertising agencies. For

individuals from the industry.

many years we continuously advise gambling providers
as well as companies in the sports business.

Clients comprise both national and international real
estate companies, as well as real estate affiliates of
banks and insurance companies, large- and mid-sized
construction companies, property owners, investors,
real

estate

fund

management

companies,

plant

manufacturers, project developers, project controllers,
architects, engineers, brokers, property developers and
construction managers.

RECENT WORK HIGHLIGHTS

Advising a project developer of wind
energy and photovoltaic plants, a
Advising an Asian multinational on
the closure of its German operations,
including the lay-off of personnel, the
termination of supplier contracts, tax
structuring and commercial
legal advice.

subsidiary of one of Germany‘s largest

Advising and representation of AIRBUS

municipal energy companies, on the
entry of a strategic investor and the
acquisition of an investment in the
mid-cap sector, including joint venture

on the procurement of unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) in a public
tender procedure initiated by the
German Army. Transaction value:

contracts of solar parks in the UK and
the Netherlands.
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